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[Cover Image Description: Black and white drawing of a head,
with the top half (above the nose) floating away, with a slightly
pink background hue. The pen style is chaotic, with lines
erupting from the image in all directions, and lines connecting
the foundation of the head with the half floating away. The eyes
look like black sockets, unsettling. Text reads "Yinz Mad? Radical
Mental Health in Pittsburgh"]

Front Cover Artwork: Debilitation by Dean Johnson
Ballpoint pen
"The thin wisping lines are representative of the fragile
structures we are. The fraying connection pervades the idea of
detachment, from body and mind, when under high amounts of
stress or in a state of negative mental health."
"I'm originally from Ohio, but moved to a bigger place to kind of
be a part of a thriving art scene. I like to draw little details in the
world people don't usually see, like a face in the shadow of a tree
in a movie, or a specific way a light hits a surface to create
shapes. I mostly use dry mediums with heavy lines such as
charcoal and micron markers. I've never liked being called an
artist. I really prefer the term Creator. I've enjoyed from a young
age making things out of nothing. I've always drawn, but just the
idea that you can pull something out of your head that's never
existed, and give it existence has always excited me."
Contact: www.instagram.com/peep_this_shit
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All contributors granted Inside Our Minds one-time,
non-exclusive publishing rights to their work. If you would like
to get in touch with a contributor about purchasing, publishing,
or commissioning their work, please use the contact information
listed in Acknowledgements (in the back of this zine).
Thank you for supporting artists!

Content Note: This zine contains uncensored stories and images
about mental illness, madness, suicide, self-harm, trauma, drug
use, and other similar experiences, some of which may be
triggering. Please be mindful of your mental health when
reading, and take breaks or skip pieces as needed. Thank you!

Welcome to Issue One of Yinz Mad?
Thank you for picking up a copy of the first issue of our zine!
From all of us at Inside Our Minds, we are excited to share
stories, poetry, artwork, film, and photography from the radical
mental health community in Pittsburgh. Radical mental health is
important to all of us, as people with lived experience, as family
members and loved ones, as mental health professionals or
healers, as a community. Our points of unity:
Better Mental Health for Everyone: affordable and accessible
alternative and community-based mental health services, where
people are treated by empathic peers with a focus on healing,
rather than people / organizations / institutions who may largely
be in it for profit / wealth / compliance / power.
Autonomy and Self-determination: having a choice, voice, and
informed consent in whether you want mental health treatment
and what type of treatment works best for you.
Valuing all Identities: living with a mental illness, mentally ill,
Mad, Crazy, neurodivergent, Disabled, neuroqueer, psychiatric
survivor, victim, trauma survivor, no label - any language that
empowers you.
Social Justice: creating intentional spaces that are antioppression, and having the necessary conversations and
community accountability processes to address intentional and
unintentional harm.
Questions? Comments? Contact the Zine Committee at
contact@insideourminds.org

And There's the Night
Micah Shelton
You can only be on the road so long before everything starts to
look the same. All the fast food joints, all the gas stations, the
cars, and the people begin to blur into a gaudy smear of color on
the horizon. It gives you this tired feeling, being so alone while
surrounded by so many people. It's this lost feeling, like the
feeling you get in the middle of a cross-country race. You've been
running for a while but you know there are miles more before
you can sit down and eat bananas and bagels with the rest of
your teammates at the finish. You know you can run it. You've
done it many times before but you don't know how long until
you can stop, and you feel deep down weary. You suddenly
wonder if you'll make it this time.
My short dreads fall in my face again blocking most of my view
of the road but I don't bother to brush them away anymore,
which signals it’s time to get off the highway. I stop at a cheap
motel and rent a smoking room in the back on the second floor.
The responsible thing to do is stay in, watch tv, and turn in early
so I can get a good start in the morning, and I start making
myself comfortable. I drop my bag on the table and take my
shoes off. I know that a motel as cheap as this doesn't wash the
comforter regularly and it’s probably covered in cum and piss.
So, I pull the blanket off the bed and leave it in a heap on the
floor before lying back on the smoky sheets. The heat of the road
and the cloying humidity that pervaded the car melt into the
silence of the room, making it seem like it was a bad dream that
I've suddenly woken from. I turn on the tv and flip around for a
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while trying to find something I can zone out to. I settle on
cartoons because everything else just makes me angry, but ten
minutes in, I realize I can't do it. If I sit here and watch tv, I will
smoke all ten of my cigs in two hours, and the thought of trying
to fill the rest of the time makes my stomach squeeze up. So, I
take a shower and say my mantra to myself as the water washes
off the film of sweat and frustration. I feel better but the shower
has taken all of seven minutes and I'm back in the same
predicament. I decide that I need to get out and do something,
but it's a new city filled with anonymous people living bullshit
lives that I'm not invited into, and I can't think of anything. I
need a drink, and I need it bad.
I drive into town and see a nice place that advertises its great
selection of beer so I pull over and walk in. It's dim, but not
comfortable bar dim. It's fancy, planned dimness augmented by
soft blue lights set into the wall. The waiter on duty sees me
standing awkwardly at the door and comes over to prevent a
possible situation. He asks what I need and slowly pulls out a
menu. I'm suddenly aware of my blackness. I wonder what he's
thinking. I wonder if he can smell the soul-sickness lying heavy
in my clothes. I wonder if maybe I don't belong here.
He takes me into the dining room, and we both search for a place
where I can sit down and disappear. He asks me if I want to sit on
the deck and I hurriedly answer yes. He takes me to a back table
outside and I sit down and force all of my attention on the beer
list. I order a beer and look over the menu as he leaves. He brings
the beer, and as I sip slowly, loneliness creeps up from behind me
sliding into the seat across from me with that old grin. He has
choices since all five chairs around the table are empty. Even
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though the import in my hand cost me as much as a six-pack, I
throw it back and toss a few bills on the table. I go back through
the main dining room trying not to bump into the waiter again. I
pass him and don't meet his eyes hoping it comes off as
arrogance. I get back into the car and some part of me wants to
cry but I know I won't. Those tears dried up long ago and they're
never coming back. I turn the key in the ignition, throw the car
into gear, turn up the music, and shut off the people into an
impotent blur beyond the windshield once more.
I stop at a red light and roll down the window, and call out to a
passerby in the crosswalk.
"Excuse me, where's the closest liquor store?"
I get a blank stare, so I turn down Sam Cooke's moan and ask
again getting a shrug this time.
"Thank you." I roll the window up and turn the volume knob
until it stops.
I drive back to the motel, but stop on the road that leads to the
parking lot. I remember the room, how small it is, the smell of old
nicotine soaked into the walls, and I can't. So, I turn the car
around and go to the gas station down the block. I jump out and
ask the cashier about the beer situation in the county. He tells me
everything's closed, so I ask to use the bathroom key and go
around the side to the john. I take a long time to pee, breathing
hard and slow, repeating my mantra while reading the graffiti on
the walls. I look at myself unblinking in the mirror as I wash my
hands, but I feel nothing but how much I want a drink. I return
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the key and the cashier tells me that the bar down the street has
carryout. I jump in the car and speed down the route he
described pulling deep drags from my cig. My mother texts me
with a petty question and I respond politely back, but I curse
bitterly to no one as I do, surprising myself with how angry I am.
I jump out the car and walk to the front door. My cig is only
halfway to the filter and I'm down to a quarter pack but I stub it
out anyway and walk in. I ask for a sixer and drive back to my
motel room once I have it safely in the paper bag under my arm.
I lay down on the bed and turn on the tv once again, ready for it
all now that I have my liquid armor. I play drink-a-beer-smoke-acig until the screen blurs, and then pass out hard. I wake up four
hours later to late night infomercials and an empty can lying in a
wet spot next to my head. I upright the can and put it on the end
table before getting up to brush my teeth and take off my clothes.
Once I turn off the lights, loneliness takes his seat in the corner
of the room with that same grin, awful in its smugness. He asks
the familiar questions that I've never have good answers to, but
I'm too tired to talk, and turn over to fall into a dreamless sleep.
And there's the night.
But what about tomorrow?

Micah Shelton is a writer, thinker, and researcher with a
professional and personal interest in understanding the ways the
mind works both when balanced as well as when it isn't.
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Stigma (part of the Soul Retrieval series) by Traci Darin

"I am a 53 year old survivor of Bipolar 1, rapid cycler, psychotic
features. In my half a century, I have been brutalized by this illness
that at several points, robbed me of any sense of Self or Hope. Art
saved me. I am now an Art Psychotherapist; Bipolar’s gift."
5

Stigma (part of the Soul Retrieval series) by Traci Darin
[Image Description: Photograph of a mixed media mask. The photo
frames the right side of the mask, showing the right eye and part of
the nose. The mask is made out of shiny silver materials that
glisten in the light. There is a brown, wooden-looking piece near
the nose. The eye is realistic, and stares off to the side of the frame.
The pupil is a dark blue. Perched on top of the mask, just above the
right eye, is a small bird. The bird is yellow with a long, thin beak
and wings made of feathers.]
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#CAKE by Jose Muniain
A story about eviction in 140 sec.

Or visit https://vimeo.com/168941885

Jose Muniain is a filmmaker originally from Spain that likes
to explore new formats and try to create relevant and
unpredictable content.
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The Hole by Anne Danae

Anne Danae loves zines, plants, and sleep.
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The Hole by Anne Danae
[Image Description: Digital art in a linear storytelling format,
yellow drawings against a light purple background, with a black
border. The story starts in the upper left corner of the image with
the text "The Hole." A small figure of a person looks sad, saying "OH
MY GOD DID I SAY THAT I'M SO FUCKING STUPID THIS IS
FUCKED I COULD DISAPPEAR I WISH THERE WAS A HOLE I
COULD CRAWL INTO I NEED A HOLE." Images of small figures
crawling in a dark, black hole, leading up to a giant silhouette of a
face, ghostly white and staring off into the distance. In the bottom
of the image, the final part of the story, a giant figure holds the
small figure in their hand. There is another small figure resting in
the giant figure's ear. The giant figure says, "THAT'S OK THAT'S OK
YOU CAN COME OUT HERE I'LL KEEP YOU SAFE HERE BUT IT'S
TIME TO STOP SAYING HOW STUPID YOU ARE YOU AREN'T
STUPID YOU'RE A MESSY IMPERFECT BEAUTIFUL HUMAN LET'S
KEEP TRYING I LOVE YOU SWEET PEA."]
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On My Mind by Anonymous

[Image Description: Digital art of a Black person with short black
hair, soft brown eyes, pink lips, and nose and ear piercings staring
blankly. The image shows them from the chest up, and there are no
clothes visible. The background is a vibrant purple color, with
white light surrounding the person. Text reads "Kill yourself" over
and over again in yellow and black font all around the person,
filling all the space left in the background of the image.]
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Recovery Fairy Tale Killjoy
Anonymous
I don’t like recovery stories.
Maybe it’s because I don’t have one, or mine doesn’t include
recovery - it’s a fucking industry - or it is not the kind of story
people want to hear. It doesn’t have hope, it does not inspire, it’s
not a Disney-style fairy tale.
My life is not a story, and it doesn’t involve any of the almost
Protestant-American work ethic bootstrapping once-was-lostnow-I'm-found-Hallelujah look-how-hard-I-worked-look-at-ME,
Wanna see my WRAP? (that’s Wellness Recovery Action Plan®
for the not-yet indoctrinated)
I told you it was a fucking industry.
Don’t forget those DBT skills and acronyms, PLEASE MASTER.
(Don’t tell me that doesn’t sound messed up, DEAR MAN). Now
I’m saved, now I’m here to share the good news…
Bullshit.
This is not unique to me. It’s just that people who don’t have
these triumph-over-adversity, full-of-hope, here-to-inspire
“stories,” are not welcome in mainstream mental health
communities, workplaces, treatment settings, or discussions.
They preach that recovery is not linear, but that’s pretty much
what recovery stories are… You’re living your life, it’s beautiful,
and BAM!
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Mental illness strikes, oh no!
Maybe some bad things happen, or “bad choices” are made, and
then Bibbidi-bobbidi-boo - You make a CHOICE (they call this a
“turning point”) to get HELP and then your life begins to turn
around.
Throw in a couple twists and turns for some extra excitement,
and ta-da! You’re “recovered!” You can go back to things you
enjoyed in the past, or you’ve discovered new things you love,
and suddenly “you have a life worth living.”
My “story,” my life, and many others’ is more like… To begin
with, things were never beautiful or okay. Bad things had already
happened, there were never any enjoyable things, there’s
nowhere to return to, nowhere to go.
Maybe you’re able to try to get help, and you’ve tried everything really try, really everything, even ECT (electroconvulsive "shock"
therapy) and come out worse for it. Nothing works. Ever.
"Treatment resistant."
There’s no getting better, no recovery, no life worth living. It’s
not for lack of trying. Now what?
No one wants to hear about that.

The writer is a licensed mental health professional gone rogue to
submit to this zine. Happens more than you'd think.
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On Stories
Alyssa Cypher
tbh I hate writing.
Writing helps me focus on the fact
that it feels like my stories are trapped inside of me.
My mouth is full of tangled words, words that aren’t even mine.
Things I’ve been told or taught to say.
My stories, I know what they say without the use of words.
An aching silence I can hear within my body,
with every part of my body, except my ears.
***
When I was 13 I used to plead with my friends
to buy things for me at the mall, with my own money,
so that I wouldn’t have to interact with people.
People may seem harmless, but in packs they build
societies and institutions and in-groups and out-groups.
Structures that exclude, intrude, oppress, and maim.
I was 13 when I first was told that my stories were too much,
that I was too much.
And since then every conflict, every side-eye,
every new bit of trauma,
is another part of me I cannot share with the world.
I am so small.
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With people, it’s like everyone is connected
with telephone wires I cannot see.
Reading each other’s minds in ways I’ll never understand,
I’m left out of your neural networks.
Reaching out to each other like the dendrites that I’m missing,
that trauma pruned away.
Every person, interconnected.
Intuitive. Meaningful.
What it means to not be alone.
Another reason I am wrong.
***
I’ve had so much behavioral conditioning at this point,
I can’t even cry anymore.
Happiness at all costs, any cost.
I slam my stories down in front of them
in deliberate provocation, I extend my existence,
grow myself bigger than imaginations can handle.
Too much, much too loud. Too much, much too blunt.
The only way I know how to defy.
Hypervigilant to every social transgression,
I memorize every account
who’s ever unfollowed me on Instagram.
Because I know people are taught not to say how they feel.
Trauma crystalized in every muscle I flex, embedded in me.
Another person who doesn’t need to know me.
Another group I don’t belong in.
***
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When I was a kid, I became a mirror.
Taking masking to another level, I became everyone else.
Mimicking patterns of thought,
more desirable personality traits, and a proper existence.
I wanted friends so badly.
And how could I hate myself if I was someone else?
How could anyone hate me if I was them?
When I was a kid, I didn’t want to grow up to be anything,
but gone.
***
Maybe, just maybe, if I become everyone,
I could divide my trauma into a thousand societally-acceptable
nibbles of personality, just enough to get the flavor, the gist of it.
Hors d'oeuvre I could plate and share with new friends,
a pleasant exchange of only slightly personal information,
just enough to indicate polite interest.
It’s tough, you see,
because the more I write, the deeper I have to go.
Unearthing metaphors, deep repression,
things that should never have been revealed.
My stories have started leaking out of my eyes,
vaporizing through my pores.
Present, but ultimately undetectable,
because they won’t come out of my mouth.
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When they run down my face, do you see them?
Are you even looking or am I already glossed over in your mind?
Do your dendrites reach out to me,
or are my elemental tales too much for you?
What even is the purpose of leaking stories
that just leave me open and exposed?
When they do nothing to make you see me?
***
Am I still too much for you?
Unbearable, I am losing touch.
My stories coat the world
in a thin film of atmospheric frontal lobe fencing,
preventing me from truly feeling anything,
making sure they’re the only thing I can really touch.
Today I placed my hand on the wall
and carefully pulled away pieces of neural webbing
I had left there earlier,
deep in thought.
In these moments stillness is tangible within me,
and I am closer to peace.

Alyssa Cypher is a radical mental health activist, community
organizer, and self-appointed professional crazy person.
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Closure
Anna Eidolon
Nothing good will ever come of us
together.
We will not be redeemed
by suffering.
Our losses will have overgrown
our gains.
Someday my body will forget
the comfort it felt against your thicket
of barrel belly and chest.
Already the pitch of my voice
in laughter and delirium, sorrow,
rage, revulsion, and defeat, limns
and reverberates in diaphanous
dreams you will not remember.
The concrete walls, vinyl pillows,
strangers’ necks absorbing my grief
in the hospital will not build
humility or character in me
or you. There is no closure.
You will not learn how to love
or be loved. I will not learn to hide from wolves
without leaving a blood-trail.
We have no balm-of-Gilead
between us.
The gashes on our hands will still
announce us.
Our suicides continue to
elude us.
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Switchfoot Blues (a song)
Joss Holiday
Well I've been alive for two weeks
And I don't even have a pair of shoes
Well I said I only been alive for 2 weeks
And I don't even have a pair of shoes
I been thinking about my Multiplicity
And how I got them old Switchfoot Blues
I'm part of a Multiple System, baby
And shoes are always bringing someone else around
Yeah, I'm part of a Multiple System, baby
Got my bare feet on the ground
'Cause when I put on someone else's shoes
Yeah, it's always bringing someone else around
I got these blues, blues blues blues
And I call them my Switchfoot Blues
'Cause shoes be making me all switchy
Yeah switching out like different hues
I was born at the age of 30
And I got to git me my own pair of shoes
Joss Holiday is a member of a multiple system known as the
*Unbreakable Soul(s) system.
(left) A native of Brooklyn, Anna Eidolon is a proud Pittsburgher.
Her poetry and critical work have appeared in such publications
as The Village Voice, Resister, ARC, Edges, and In Our Own
Words. She is currently completing a chapbook titled "Salt Lick."
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[Back Cover Image Description: Black and white, grainy
photograph of a person in front of a city block. The person holds
a camera in front of their face, obscuring their face with a
reflection of the building surround them. The buildings and trees
in the background are dark and hard to see.]

Back Cover Artwork by Sarah Edmiston
Photograph
Sarah Edmiston is a therapeutic facilitator in training;
documenting, sharing, and shaping narratives through the
anthropocene.
Contact: www.instagram.com/wildseed__

Yinz Mad? Radical Mental Health in Pittsburgh is a project of
Inside Our Minds, a peer controlled, radical mental health
organization that provides subsidized, community-based radical
mental health programming to the Pittsburgh area. All
donations will go directly to supporting these programs.
Learn more at www.insideourminds.org or @InsideMindsPGH
Inside Our Minds is a project of New Sun Rising.

